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75 years

A history of leading
the industry
1939 The National Caravan
Council was established – it
celebrated its 75th anniversary
in 2014

of leading the industry
THE NCC’s
MISSION
“That the NCC is
the recognised
and respected,
authoritative
trade body for
the UK caravan
industry, providing
leadership
through a centre
of expertise
offering support,
products and
services to
members for
the successful
evolution of their
business.”
NCC officers
Chairman – Colin Crewther
Vice Chair – Mike Wills
Director General – John Lally

The National Caravan Council
(NCC) is the trade association that
represents the UK leisure vehicle
(touring caravan, motorhome and
caravan holiday home) and residential
park home industries. It covers all
sectors of that industry and operates
across the whole supply chain.
In 2014, the NCC celebrated its 75th
anniversary. The trade association was
formed in 1939, just before the start of
the Second World War. For more than
seven decades, the NCC has worked
with caravan businesses to further
the industry’s development, setting
stringent safety standards, and driving
the industry forwards.
Together with its members and
stakeholders, the Council works
closely with government and
regulatory bodies to ensure that the
industry’s interests are promoted and
protected and its voice is heard.

PRODUCT
AREAS
Leisure products
l Touring caravans
l Motorhomes
l Caravan holiday homes
Residential products
l Park (‘mobile’) homes

NCC
MEMBERSHIP
The NCC’s strength comes from the
breadth of its membership. It speaks
for around 800 member outlets
in manufacturing, retailing, park
operations and the supply of products
and services. NCC’s membership
represents around 90 per cent of UKbased production of touring caravans,
motorhomes, caravan holiday homes
and park homes. It counts among its
members not only the market leaders
in caravan manufacturing but major
players in park operations and supplies
to the industry.

1953 NCC becomes a

company limited by guarantee

1965 Certification Scheme
Member companies across all sectors
comply with a range of NCC Codes
of Practice and are committed to
continuing to raise standards of
technical and commercial excellence.
Through its Approved schemes the
NCC aims to establish a benchmark
for industry best practice. Member
companies that demonstrate the
highest commitment to customer
service are encouraged to join the
various Approved Schemes - read
more on page 7.

and networking events, the NCC
maintains a dialogue with all sectors
of the caravan industry through its
Strategic Panels and committees.
In the 2013/14 financial year, a further
18 companies were welcomed as new
members of the NCC. Analysis
of NCC membership by section is
as follows:

7.5%

Manufacturers

The NCC provides a variety of
services for members, including
representation and
lobbying – at
regional,
national and
European
levels - and a
wide range of
technical and
legal advice. As
well as organising
forums, seminars

3.5%

Holiday Caravan
Distributors

11%

Dealers

launched, initially for residential
caravans, ensuring products
made by members comply with
relevant laws and regulations

1972 The first Code of
Practice on Identification
of touring caravans is
implemented
1988 ‘Your own home on
holiday’ £3m promotional
campaign launched

1991 CRiS (Caravan/Central
Registration & Identification
Scheme) is created

1996 AA Approved Workshop
scheme is launched
2002 After intensive work,

revised European Standards
for leisure vehicles are
published for implementation

2009 NCC meets with Lord
Mandelson, Hull MP Alan
Johnson and BiS - industry is
allocated a ‘tsar’

53%
Parks

25%

Suppliers
and
Services

2010 Caravan Safety and
Security Group is created,
in association with the two
consumer Clubs
2012

NCC leads the
successful lobby against
the Government’s proposed
application of 20 per cent VAT
on caravan holiday homes

Deputy Director General – Alicia Dunne
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NCC

for residential park homes and holiday
caravans.

in action in 2014
Last year proved another busy one for the industry. The
NCC’s work on behalf of its members encompassed further
developing its shows at the NEC, tireless lobbying to protect
and promote members’ interests and preparations for the
new industry promotional campaign.
TOURER MOTs
Threat recedes
Concerted lobbying in UK
and in Europe holds back
threat to the industry

NCC EVENTS
Thriving shows
Showcasing the industry’s
products to the consumer
NCC Events (NCCE) is the
exhibitions arm, and a wholly
owned subsidiary, of the NCC.
NCCE organises two industrybacked consumer events annually,
the Motorhome & Caravan Show in
October, and the Caravan, Camping
& Motorhome Show in February, both
held at Birmingham’s NEC. In 2014,
they attracted an impressive 175,000
visitors, making them the third and
fifth most-attended consumer shows
in the UK.
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The NCC lobbied the European
Transport & Tourism Committee
(TRAN), seeking their support for an
exemption for light trailers from the
imposition of a periodic MOT-type
test – something that could have had
serious and far-reaching consequences
for the industry and caravanners.
Further lobbying in the European
Parliament ensured the necessary
exemptions were achieved.

MELVI
Europe comes
to London
‘It was a remarkable
opportunity to host the
Meeting of the European
Leisure Vehicle Industry
(MELVI) in the UK in 2014’

The NCC was delighted to welcome
delegates from across the UK and
Europe to London for the annual
pan-European industry conference.
The ECF President, ECF Secretary
General and representatives from eight
member nations attended. The Rt.
Hon. Michael Portillo and Lord Digby
Jones (below) spoke at the event.

FREEDOM TO GO
Promotional
campaign ready
for lift-off
A campaign for the
industry to believe in
The NCC spearheaded development
of a national campaign to promote
the lifestyle benefits of caravan,

motorhome and caravan holiday home
holidays, and to raise awareness of
them as holiday/short break/leisure
options. The campaign launched in
early 2015, with a blend of digital,
national press and PR activity,
driving response to the dedicated
freedomtogo.co.uk website.

IMPROVING
STANDARDS
Better caravan
products
Quality is key to the
long-term development
of the industry
The NCC’s quality initiatives
continue to drive up standards in
respect of both the products and the
service delivered by members to
consumers.
The NCC is the only organisation
in the UK inspecting leisure
accommodation vehicles. The NCC’s
Badge of Approval scheme (read more
on page 13) makes sure a caravan
product is safe via a series of thorough
checks – covering everything from
insulation to escape routes – and
paying particular attention to gas and
electrical installations.
The creation of an updated standard
for residential park homes (BS 3632)
was submitted for consideration to
BSI in 2014, following extensive
consultation with the industry.
Considerable work was undertaken
to introduce an energy rating scheme

The NCC’s consumer code schemes
continued to develop with more dealer
and holiday park members taking
advantage of the benefits. The schemes
aim to reduce business risk, promote
industry best practice and provide
peace of mind for consumers.

DRIVING THE
INDUSTRY
FORWARD
On the agenda
Regular member feedback via the
industry Strategic Panels and specialist
committees powers the development
of industry projects and initiatives.
With members, partners and
stakeholders, the NCC worked on the
following:
l Energy Efficiency Rating for
caravan holiday homes and residential
park homes
l Industry Code Approval Scheme for
dealerships, distributors and caravan
holiday parks
l Revised statistical service to better
track production, and retail sales
l Economic impact survey of holiday
caravan parks in Scotland - to
establish the true contribution of the
industry in the region
l Economic impact survey of the
holiday caravan sector in Northern
Ireland – working with Tourism
NI to establish, for the first time, the
contribution of the industry to tourism
l Motorhome registrations – DVLA
approved status for registrations

access to pre consultation meetings
and the opportunity to help shape
proposals wherever key areas of
legislation and regulation affecting the
industry are mooted. The ability to
effectively represent the industry in
the lobby and proactively promote and
protect its interests is a key objective
and member benefit.
In 2014 NCC continued its long
term dialogue with Westminster and
regional administrations on a variety
of issues including:
l Holiday Caravan Sites (Wales) Bill
– to ensure legislative proposals are
necessary and proportionate
l Mobile Homes Acts 2013 – England
and Wales – providing members with
relevant guidance and documentation
to safeguard compliance following
implementation
l Mobile Homes Act 2014 Scotland
– final representations on legislative
reforms
l VAT on adaptations to motor
vehicles for wheelchair users –
ensuring dealer members’ interests
were recognised and acknowledged in
future HMRC guidance
l Energy efficiency issues affecting
park homes – providing the
Department for Energy and Climate
Change with details of industry
initiatives, so the sector and its users
can benefit from Government green
energy measures.

A VOICE
In the corridors
of power
The NCC’s relationship with policy
makers in government allows early
NCC Review 2014
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Touring caravans
and motorhomes
NCC AND TOURERS

Central Registration and Identification Scheme (CRiS)
The Scheme is wholly owned and operated by the NCC. CRiS provides a national register of UK
touring caravan keeper details, similar to the DVLA’s for motor vehicles. A unique registration
certificate is issued for each keeper - over 616,000 touring caravan ownerships have been registered.
CRiS registration is important because it:
• proves who the current keeper is and maintains an official log of former keepers
• assists law enforcement agencies in recovering/returning stolen caravans
This vital register is widely used by regulatory bodies, insurance companies and the Police. It records
over 50,000 changes of keeper annually. In 2014, 21,227 caravans were CRiS checked by dealers and
consumers. Over 10 per cent (2,212) had a ‘f lag’ against them, so thousands of people were helped and
many sales of stolen or damaged caravans were prevented.

Supporting the industry
The NCC also developed a Code of Practice for motor movers (covering safety and product
specification, through to fitting, maintenance and use) and launched the Freedom To Go campaign
(see page 18). Working with the industry, The Caravan Club and The Camping and Caravanning Club,
the NCC updated its popular Caravan Towing Guide. It is supplied to
manufacturer and dealer members free of charge and tells caravanners
all they need to know about safe and legal towing.
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The European Community
Whole Vehicle Type Approval
(ECWVTA) legislation enforces
a number of requirements
to ensure manufactured
vehicles meet strict safety and
environmental regulations.

UK motorhome
sales were up
18% in 2014

NCC AND MOTORHOMES
The NCC filed a response, on
behalf of members, to an HMRC
consultation on changes to the VAT
zero rate relief on the supply of
motorhomes with adaptations for
use by disabled owners. The NCC
also provided advice to converters
regarding what might constitute
‘substantial’ and ‘permanent’
adaptations.
The motorhome industry is still
hampered by a restriction of 3500kgs
for drivers with post-31st January
1997 licences. While the Third
edition of the Driving Licence
Directive ( January 2013) introduced a
single European driving licence model
and new driving licence categories,
this provided little assistance.

by

Freedom to
Go: working in
collaboration with
the industry to
promote leisure
vehicles
6

Ownerships
recorded by
CRiS

No Approval, no sale…

With the prospect of a Fourth
Directive, the NCC remains in
discussion with the ECF to devise
a strategy for lobbying MEPs and
national governments.

Guide
Towing
Caravancaravan safely and legally
Towing

616,000

ECWVTA:
Implementation
of final stage
legislation

The NCC recently achieved formal
recognition from DVLA as the
lead body for motorhome sector
registrations. This recognition
realises significant benefits for the
industry, as it means NCC and its
members now have better control over
motorhome registration statistics and
improved access to e.g. relevant DVLA

statistical, technical and legislative
services, including automated first
registration and licensing (AFRL).
The accuracy and integrity of
motorhome registrations has long
been an issue. The industry will now
be better able to assess the market
and logbooks will be more accurate.
Following a survey of all motorhome
manufacturers, importers and
converters, and meetings with the
DVLA and SMMT, key milestones
have been reached.
The NCC has identified the route
towards a solution and expects
substantial improvements resulting
in the majority of motorhome
registrations being correctly coded and
reported by autumn 2015.

An important date for
manufacturers and retailers of
completed ‘special purpose
vehicles’ was 29th October
2014, when the final stage
of ECWVTA legislation came
into force. After that, vehicles
without Approval cannot be
registered or sold in Europe.
On the run up to the deadlines,
the NCC worked closely with
the Department for Transport,
helping manufacturers,
importers and dealers to
better understand the full
implications, and options
relating to tourers and
motorhomes.
The NCC worked to assist
its membership to embrace
Type Approval and to identify
whether the national schemes
– Small Series Type Approval
(NSTTA) or Individual Vehicle
Approval (IVA) – are the best
options.

Other initiatives to benefit the tourer
and motohome sector included the
development of the NCC Approved
Dealer Scheme. The scheme
embraces the respective Tourer and
Motorhome Consumer Codes of
Practice and establishes a benchmark
for industry best practice. Minimum
standards must be followed by NCC
Approved Dealerships when selling
new and used tourers/motorhomes.
Currently 85 per cent of NCC dealer
members are Approved/working
towards Approval.
NCC Review 2014
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Caravan holiday homes and park homes
In excess of
30 million nights
are spent in
caravan holiday
homes each year,
while residential
park homes
provide housing
for some 200,000
people in the UK.

The Government’s 2012 Budget
announcement that it was to apply
VAT at 20 per cent on caravan
holiday homes would have had a
potentially devastating effect on an
industry that was already reeling from
the longest recession in a century.
The NCC coordinated lobbying
activities to force the Treasury into
a rethink - mobilising the industry,
commissioning research, lobbying
MPs, and supporting petitions. As a
result VAT was pinned at 5 per cent
on BS EN 1647 products, while the
BS3632 residential caravan product
remained zero rated.
The NCC has not become complacent
and through 2014 it continued to
develop relationships with policy
makers, highlighting the benefits the
industry delivers, so Government is
not tempted to raise the issue again.
Significant improvements have been
made to the caravan holiday home
product in recent years – in look,
quality and design. Catering for an
increasingly sophisticated market,
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caravan holiday homes now frequently
have the appearance of lodges. In
2014, dispatches to both holiday parks
(BS EN 1647 + BS 3632 products)
and those to residential parks (BS3632
products) were up 10 per cent.

Mobile Homes Acts
2013
The park home industry in
England and Wales witnessed
the implementation of the
remaining sections of the
Mobile Homes Acts 2013. This
introduced a very prescriptive
legal framework for buying and
selling residential park homes.

With Government focusing on its
green agenda, and growing consumer
interest in energy efficiency, an
energy rating scheme for holiday
homes and park homes seemed
imperative.
The NCC believed that it was
in the industry’s best interests to
take proactive steps towards this,
and developed its Energy Rating
Calculator to replace all existing
BS EN 1647 and BS 3632 thermal
calculations. In future, this will be
used to generate an NCC Energy
Efficiency Rating and will form part
of the NCC Product Approval process.
The Scottish Caravan and Camping
Forum, of which the NCC is
a member, undertook a major
economic impact assessment of
the holiday park industry in Scotland.
The research found that Scotland’s
holiday park sector (including owned
and rented lodges and caravan holiday
home and touring pitches) generated
an estimated:
l gross direct, indirect and induced
visitor expenditure impact of £701m
l net visitor expenditure impact of
£307m, which equates to 5,688 fulltime equivalent jobs
l gross direct visitor expenditure
impact of £491 (higher than for either
self catering or the guest house/b&b
sector)

The report was well received by the
industry and achieved significant
coverage in the media.
In Wales, Darren Millar AM
introduced his Holiday Caravans
Sites (Wales) Bill in the Assembly.
Among the original objectives of
his Private Member’s Bill were to a)
improve regulation of the holiday
parks industry in Wales and
b) address abuses, both by park owners
and by owners misusing their holiday
homes e.g. as permanent residences.

discuss content, concerns, alternatives
to legislation, and the NCC presented
evidence to the Communities Equality
and Local Government Committee in
the Assembly in June 2014.
At the end of 2014, the Bill remained
at Stage 1 of the Bill process and it is
unclear whether Mr Millar intends to
amend the Bill and/or take it forward
before the Assembly ends in spring 2016.

Changes heralded by the Acts
included a new site licensing
regime, embracing a charging
structure for site licenses, new
enforcement powers for local
authorities and new regulations
surrounding park rules.
These now require formal
consultation with residents,
and subsequent deposit of
agreed rules with the local
authority.
The NCC issued comprehensive
guidance to park members to
assist in the transition process.

Responding to the concerns of
the industry – and to initial crossparty Assembly support - the NCC
facilitated a series of meetings
on holiday parks with Mr Millar
to demonstrate how the NCC’s
Approved Holiday Home Ownership
scheme operated and to observe best
practice in action.
It also hosted two open forum debates
with hime and park operators across
Wales to air views. Meetings were
held with the Bill’s executive team to
NCC Review 2014
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Moving ahead
APPROVED
WORKSHOP
SCHEME
The benchmark for
motorhome and touring
caravan servicing
The Approved Workshop Scheme
(AWS) is a joint venture between
The Caravan Club, The Camping
and Caravanning Club and the
NCC. In the Scheme there are
currently in excess of 390 fixed and
mobile workshops across the UK. In
order to be accepted into the AWS,
all workshops must pass periodic
inspections carried out by a team of
independent assessors and must comply
with the Scheme’s rigorous standards.
The Scheme’s Policy Board made a
strategic decision to ‘raise the bar’ and
review the core AWS documents to
better meet industry and consumer
needs. The NCC works ceaselessly to
ensure that the service provided by all
AWS members is consistent and that
all service technicians are qualified and
competent to do the work required.

NCC TRAINING ACADEMY
‘Learn more, be more’
Improved training was vital to the Approved Workshop Scheme’s future,
through the development of a formal training structure for workshop engineers.
The NCC’s Training Academy was launched to provide the industry with
unique, low-cost, all-year learning facilities. In the Academy’s first online
Caravan Service Technician training courses, technicians complete training levels
suited to their working environment, studying any time via PC, tablet, android
or Apple device.
The Academy works closely with Certification Bodies, Sector Skills Councils,
funding agencies and teams developing Apprenticeship programmes. In
2014, in partnership with the NCC and AWS, the Caravan and Motorhome
Apprenticeship was launched by specialist automotive college, Emtec, part of
Central College Nottingham.
The Academy is registered with UK Register of Learning Providers UKRLP
and will continue to promote best practice and innovation in learning and
development in the industry. While workshop electrical training was the
initial focus, additional courses are being added. Dialogue continues with
leading edge manufacturers to ensure qualifications for caravan personnel are
constantly evolving.
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The Caravan Safety and Security Group (another
NCC partnership initiative) was present at both
shows, exhibiting the latest in security devices and
dispensing advice for caravanners

NCC EVENTS
Shows run by the industry,
for the industry
NCC Events (NCCE) is the exhibitions
arm, and a wholly owned subsidiary, of
the NCC. It runs two consumer shows
at the NEC, Birmingham each year,
the Motorhome & Caravan Show in
October and the Caravan, Camping &
Motorhome Show in February.

“AWS ensures
that caravanners
can be confident
that the right
things are done,
by the right
people and to a
high standard.”
NCC Director General
John Lally

75 years of the NCC featured as the theme on the
NCC stand

NCCE was formed to deliver successful
shows that cost the industry less to
exhibit at, and consumers less to attend,
than in previous years - to date it has
been successful in both increasing
visitor numbers across these two shows
and in holding ticket prices steady.

See www.approvedworkshops.co.uk for further AWS details

The October show now attracts some
400 exhibitors and covers 11 halls
of the NEC and is the third largest
consumer show at the NEC - indeed

the entire country. As the UK’s largest
national motorhome and caravan
show, it provides visitors with the
first opportunity to see the widest
choice of new models under one roof,
plus accessories, destination ideas and
innovative feature areas.
Extensive onsite visitor research was
conducted by Zing Insights at each
show in 2014 which revealed both
events are viewed very positively by
visitors. The spring show was effective
in attracting younger visitors, a higher
percentage of families and more ‘firsttimers’. While the two show audiences
had very similar gender and socioeconomic profiles, the October show
had more empty nesters (core caravan
and motorhome buyers) attending.
Both shows deliver an aff luent
audience, with the February show
achieving 76 per cent ABC1s and an

average annual income level of £46k.
The October show delivered a 77 per
cent ABC1 audience with an average
income of £49k. Together, the two
shows achieve a fifth of total annual
touring caravan sales.

“NCCE remains a
separate division
- culturally it
is important
that it is run
autonomously
from the trade
body, as it
needs to be
commercially
focused …”
DG of NCC and CEO of
NCCE, John Lally
NCC Review 2014
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Touring caravan

Facts file

statistics

l There are more touring
caravans sold in Britain than
any other type of caravan
l In excess of 95 per cent
of all tourers in the UK were
made here

There are
currently
an
estimated
550,000
touring
caravans
in use in
the UK.
Industry figures
are compiled by
the NCC with
information taken
from statistical
forms submitted
by member
companies.

l The UK remains the largest
market for tourers in Europe
l Based on average numbers
of people who use a tourer,
approaching one and a half
million people take touring
holidays each year
l Figures released by the
NCC show that trade sales
of new touring caravans
increased by nearly 10 per
cent (9.2%) in 2014

Monthly figures and
historical data is
available from the
members area of
the website www.
thencc.org.uk

l In 2014, the value of
sales of new tourers was in the
region of £314 million
l BS EN 1645 is the standard
to which tourers are built

24,948

UK RETAIL TOURER SALES
BY DEALERS

25,000
21,765

19,559

21,359

10,000

2011

NCC data reveals in total 21,359 new
tourers were sold in 2014, the best year
since 2011. In the region of 20 million
nights are spent in tourers each year,
across the UK.

NCC Review 2014

8,733

8,000

7,315

2012

2013

In 2013, according to VisitEngland,
£637 million was spent on holidays
taken in touring caravans. The vast
majority of this (£490m) was spent in
England, with £73m spent in Scotland
and £74m in Wales.

2014

Certificated Locations, small privatelyowned sites, provide pitches for up to
five caravans; there are more than 2,500
of these in the UK. More information
about caravanning’s importance to
tourism can be found on p18.

7,734

7,265

7,425

6,000
Figures are
supplied by DVLA
and relate to
all new vehicle
registrations,
including imports

4,000
2,000

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Motorhome
statistics
Facts file
Of the 205,000 motorhomes
and campers in use in the UK,
the main types are:
l A class
l Coachbuilt
l Low profile
l Campervan
l Micro
l In the region of 15 per cent
of all motorhomes sold in the
UK are campervans (note: this
is a marketing term, with no
precise definition)

15,000

2010

12

21,258

20,000

MOTORHOME
UK NEW REGISTRATIONS

www.thencc.org.uk

l The largest market for
motorhomes in Europe is
Germany, followed by France,
with the UK in third place
l Drivers who passed their test
before 1st January 1997 can
drive a motorhome weighing
up to 7,500 kg (Maximum
Technically Permissible Laden
Mass/Maximum Authorised
Mass) on their B licence. This
reduces to 3,500 kg for those
with a B licence acquired after
that date

Some 205,000
motorhomes
are in use in the
UK – around 60
per cent were
manufactured
here. The NCC’s membership in this
sector reflects the diversity of the
industry, ranging from large hi-tech
manufacturers to small specialist
converters and dealers.
The NCC Product Approval
Scheme imposes a strict inspection
regime on manufacturers to provide
consumer protection over and above the
requirements of the British/European
standards. (BS EN 1646 is the standard
to which motorhomes - are built.)
Every model that has been approved
is entitled to carry an NCC Approved
Badge and detailed certificates are
issued for each unit. Inspections are
conducted at a manufacturer’s premises

- depending upon specification,
there may be 500 to 600 individual
points checked on any one unit. This
inspection process is complemented by
additional checks to ensure continued
compliance with the relevant criteria.
Motorhomes, touring caravans,
caravan holiday homes and park homes
are covered by the Approved badge –
read more about the benefits at
www.thencc.org.uk/Our_Schemes/
cert_scheme.aspx
NCC Review 2014
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statistics

CARAVAN HOLIDAY HOME (BS EN 1647)
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED

Caravan
holiday homes
are a highly
important
contributor
to the British
tourism offering
and there are more than 300,000 in use.
The vast majority are sited on holiday
parks, which can be found in all popular
non-urban tourist destinations across
the UK.

Facts file
l There are 2,150 holiday
parks selling caravan holiday
homes in the UK, operated by
1,500 businesses
l Around 600 additional
businesses operate in the
caravan holiday home supply
chain – manufacturers,
distributers, suppliers, and
hauliers
l In the UK 245,000 caravan
holiday homes are in private
ownership
l 55,000 holiday homes are
hired out to holidaymakers

Figures are taken from
monthly forms submitted by
member companies to the
NCC.

19,574

16,963
15,116

15,759

15,358

15,000

BS 3632 PRODUCTS DISPATCHED TO
RESIDENTIAL PARKS

Caravan holiday home

1,209

10,000

2010

2011

In total, 31 million nights were spent
in holiday caravans in that year.

2012

2013

The Survey further reveals that the
market was worth some £116 billion
in that year. (The spend per head in
rented units is higher than in owned
units.)

1,210

1,000
750
500

Note: these
figures exclude
units destined
for holiday
parks

250

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Residential park home
statistics
Facts file
l Some 200,000 people live
in park homes (residential
caravans) on around 2,200
residential parks
l The majority of these
parks provide retirement
accommodation

For more than two decades, the NCC
has worked closely with relevant
government departments on a series
of legal reforms, to ensure that the
resident receives due protection, while
the park owner is enabled to run an
efficient and profitable business.
Park homes are built to British
Standard BS 3632. The NCC

NCC Review 2014

Factory
dispatches to
residential parks,
based on returns
made to the NCC
by NCC member
manufacturers.

1,250

2014

In 2014, 16,470 new units were
dispatched to UK holiday parks
(includes caravan holiday homes built
to the European Standard BS EN
1647 and those built to the residential
standard, BS 3632).

1,348

1,368

1,500

l Some manufacturers have
diversified into twin units
for holiday parks, where the
quest for quality and growth
of long, or even year-round,
licences has resulted in
wider use of BS 3632 products

The Great Britain Tourism Survey (see
page 18) reports that over 6.68 million
trips were taken to holiday caravans
in 2013 – this is made up of trips to
owned and rented units.

14

1,552

Park homes
are residential
caravans
suitable for
year-round
use. They
have their
own specific standards and legislation
– in law they are known as ‘mobile
homes’. The ‘protected’ parks on
which most are sited will have planning
permission for residents to live there
throughout the year.
formed a working group of industry
stakeholders to consider the revision of
the current BS 3632: 2005 edition.
This revision is currently under
consideration by The British Standards
Institute (BSI) and it is anticipated a
revised standard will be published in
the last quarter of 2015. The industry
wishes to ensure advances in residential

park homes’ build standards follows
closely the development in other
housing sectors, offering a quality,
affordable and easily maintained
housing choice. (Most - if not all residential park homes are currently
constructed well in excess of the
minimum requirements of BS 3632.)

NCC Review 2014
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European
perspective

The NCC is the founder member of, and works closely with,
the European Caravan Federation (ECF), the umbrella
organisation representing the interests of the European
caravanning industry. It comprises 12 national organisations
and is an influential and powerful voice for the sector.
The NCC increasingly works in
co-operation with the European
caravan industry. Through
the ECF, the NCC is actively
involved in the drafting of panEuropean Standards, contributing
significantly to the development and
practical harmonisation of relevant
international legislation, directives
and standards.
The ECF represents the interests
of organisations commercially
involved in the caravanning business,
particularly manufacturers, and
promotes the leisure experience
of caravanning. The European
Commission’s proposals to introduce
MOT-type testing of caravans were
a clear threat to the industry. The
NCC firmly believed that this was
disproportionate, particularly in the
absence of caravan accident data,
making no contribution to increasing
safety. It would have had damaging
implications, with a huge cost to the
industry and the consumer. With the
ECF and other partners, the NCC
16
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lobbied key members of the European
Transport & Tourism Committee
(TRAN) for an exemption from
periodic testing for light trailers.
As this moved to the European
Parliament, the NCC, through
the ECF and other stakeholders,
again inf luenced the views of
the Committee’s liaison officers
(Rapporteurs) and the necessary
exemptions for trailers including
touring caravans were achieved.
Whilst this was clearly a success, the
NCC is given to understand that the
European Commission may initiate
research into trailer accidents, with a
view to challenging this exemption at
a later date.
European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval (ECWVTA) is a system
allowing a vehicle design to be “type
approved” for sale, registration and
entry into service across all EU
member states. With no need for
further testing in each country,
this results in the creation of a

single market by ensuring common
vehicle standards. The NCC has
been working with manufacturers,
dealers and converters to ensure
that they embrace the requirements
and understand the opportunities
created. ECWVTA came into
force for existing types of caravans/
motorhomes in October 2014 (it
came into force for new motorhomes
in April 2012 and for new touring
caravans in October 2012).
l The European market for leisure
vehicles has seen f lat growth between
2013 and 2014 with a number of
member states severely affected by the
European economic crisis.
l Europe remains the world’s largest
market for motorhomes, while North
America is the largest market in the
world for caravans (‘trailers’).
l In 2014 there were more than
140,000 leisure vehicles sold by ECF
member countries.

60,000 units

2013

2014

40,000 units

Total
European
touring
caravan
registrations
66,346

Total
European
touring
caravan
registrations
65,107

2013

2014

Total
European
motorhome
registrations
71,342

Total
European
motorhome
registrations
72,035

20,000 units

Country
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
Others
Total
* Estimated figures

TOURING CARAVANS
2013
2014
% change
762
725
-4.9
926
986
+6.5
2,315
2,196
-5.1
758
697
-8.0
7,625
7799
+2.3
16,665
17,201
+3.2
992
841 **
-15.2
5,782
5,489
-5.1
2,929
2,458
-16.1
91
87 *
-4.4
123
140
+13.8
1,196
1,309
+9.4
3,226
3,638
+12.8
1,692
1,620 *
-4.3
19,559
21,359
+9.2
1,468 *
1,451 *
-1.2
66,109
67,996
+2.8
** Provisional figures

Source: ECF/CIVD/NCC

MOTORHOMES
2013
2014
% change
1,038
1,124
+8.3
2,635
2,888
+9.6
110
129
+17.3
1,387
932
-32.8
16,667
15,444
-7.3
24,809
25,746
+3.8
3,791
3,409 **
-10.1
1,098
1,129
+2.8
2,841
2,527
-11.1
67
78 *
+16.4
142
126
-11.3
905 *
1,022 *
+12.9
3,519
3,967
+12.7
2,999
3,055 *
+1.9
7,425
8,733
+17.6
1,910 *
1,726 *
-9.6
71,343
72,035
+1.0
Latest figures at www.e-c-f.org

A date with history
1963

The European Caravan Federation
(ECF) is formed, with NCC as
founder member

1967

ECF Technical Committee was
established to formulate European
standards

1973 onwards

vital European Standards for
touring caravans, motorhomes
and caravan holiday homes - BS
EN 1945/1646/1647 created

1998

minimum health and safety
requirements for leisure
accommodation vehicles

2004 and 2014

NCC hosts MELVI events in
Edinburgh and London

publication/implementation of
European Standards specifying
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2015 and beyond

Caravanning
and tourism
Caravanning is an enormous – and sometimes overlooked – contributor to the
British tourism offering. In the region of 51 million nights are spent in caravans
in the UK each year, the majority on touring and holiday parks. These are found
in/near virtually all major tourist destinations, supporting jobs and bringing
wealth to rural and seaside areas. The industry supports around 130,000 jobs in
the UK, including part time and seasonal staff.
The data below is taken from GB Tourist 2013. This contains the principal
findings of the Great Britain Tourism Survey (GBTS) which is jointly sponsored
by VisitEngland, VisitScotland and Visit Wales © June 2014
ALL TOURISM IN GREAT BRITAIN
Accommodation
GB trips
type
in 2013
(millions)
All caravans
11.08
Touring caravans
4.41
Caravan holiday homes (rented)
3.56
Caravan holiday homes (owned)
3.12

Nights
Total
spent spend 2013
(millions) (billions)
50.8
£1.793
19.8
£0.637
17
£0.753
14
£0.403

GBTS is a national consumer survey measuring the volume and value of overnight domestic
tourism trips taken by residents of Great Britain (excluding Northern Ireland). The survey
covers trips taken for any purpose, whether for holiday, business, visiting friends and relatives
etc. Annually, some 100,000 respondents are contacted, using face-to-face methodology.

11.08m

130,000

2.43bn

Caravan
trips taken
in 2013

Number of jobs
the industry
supports

2013 spend
on caravan and
camping trips

Improvements in design, insulation and heating have made caravanning more
viable year-round and a growing number of parks are now open 12 months of
the year for holiday breaks.
Caravanning therefore
provides valuable
support to the
British tourism
industry in the
low and shoulder
seasons.
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NCC calculates
that each year the
contribution of the
caravan industry
generates for the
economy is more
than £6 billion.
FREEDOM TO GO
- GROWING THE
MARKET
Throughout 2015, in a bold move
to grow the market, the NCC
is spearheading a pan-industry
campaign to promote caravanning
and motorhoming. The promotional
activity encompasses advertising in
the national press and high profile
events at NCCE shows. Supported by
digital marketing, social media and a
targeted public relations programme,
the campaign drives responses to its
dedicated website freedomtogo.co.uk.
The campaign takes its inspiration
in part from the highly successful
‘GoRVing’ initiative in the USA,
which has run for many years.

A LOUDER
VOICE FOR THE
INDUSTRY
With the General Election in May
2015 - and devolved administrations
in Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland to go to the polls a year later
- there is likely to be real political
uncertainty over the next 18 months.

The potential for new governments,
with new agendas and focus, presents
new challenges and opportunities which is why the NCC is committed
to revitalising its efforts in the lobby,
ensuring that Members’ voices
are heard amongst policy makers
in Westminster, the devolved
administrations and across the UK.

A BETTER
PRODUCT FOR
THE CONSUMER
As the green agenda continues to
dominate, expectations of sustainable
holiday accommodation reach an alltime high.
To meet these challenges the industry
continues to embrace the best in
technology to ensure that it improves
its offering of attractive, affordable,
responsible holiday choices. The new
industry Energy Rating Scheme
allows consumers to make instant,
informed decisions on fuel efficient
holiday accommodation they aspire to
own or holiday in.
New construction standards for
caravans – and indeed for alternative
caravan-related products such as
camping pods - will offer greater
assurances to a new generation
of holiday home owners. On
the residential side, significant
improvements in existing Standards
for permanent residential park homes
raises the bar higher.

A TRUSTED
SIGN OF BEST
PRACTICE
The NCC will introduce enhanced
minimum business standards as a
core condition of membership. To
achieve this, the NCC will build
upon the current membership
checks and requirements, integrating
all its existing schemes (NCC
Product Approval scheme/Product
Verification/Approved Consumer
Code schemes). Upholding the NCC
Approved Consumer Codes will
become a fundamental part of NCC
membership requirements, thus
ensuring that the NCC brand is a
trusted sign of best practice.

TOURER
REGISTRATION
AND IMPROVING
SECURITY
In 2014, CRiS started to work
much more closely with dealerships
to promote the CRiS scheme to
consumers, explaining the scheme’s
benefits. It will continue working
closely with the police, insurers and the
industry to ensure that thefts of touring
caravans do not again rise towards the
4,000-5,000 unit level reached in the
early 2000s.

TRAINING
Working with the Approved Workshop
Scheme, an ongoing dialogue will
be maintained with leading edge
manufacturers to ensure qualifications
for caravan personnel evolve constantly.
In addition, the NCC Training
Academy is developing programmes
across a wide range of subjects,
including sales, product services, and
park management courses, to provide
enhanced skill sets for all caravan
industry personnel. The aim is that the
NCC Training Academy becomes the
‘one stop shop’ for all industry learning
and development requirements.

SHOW TIME
NCCE is to put in place a strategic
plan that will look to build on the two
successful events currently run. It will
introduce new ways that exhibitors
can benefit from greater return on
investment and achieve an enhanced
visitor experience.

CUT TOURISM
VAT CAMPAIGN
If you stay on a caravan park in France,
the bill has VAT included at 10%,
compared to 20% on the equivalent bill
in Britain - one of only three countries
in the EU to charge the full rate of VAT
for tourism. This disparity in VAT rates
makes the UK uncompetitive. The
NCC supports the ‘Cut Tourism VAT’
campaign, and will continue to lobby
government to reduce this tax which
adversely affects UK tourism.
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